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About This Game

Story

When Sarah inherits her great-uncle's old country home, she has no idea about the dark secret she has stumbled upon and into
what obscure world it will take her to. Help Sarah solve the mystery and escape the malicious clutches of the old mansion. Fear
is a constant companion on your journey. No matter the dark shadows lurking behind every corner, creeping beasts or demons

from another dimension: You have to face your greatest fears to defeat the darkness.

Features

Creeping shadows, huge spiders or terrifying monsters that are coming for you: Experience your personal nightmare
through the game's “fear recognition mechanic”

While fighting your way through this nightmare you'll have to solve various riddles to get to the root of this evil and
defeat it

Face your Fears in 3 different chapters with a total of 29 sequences

Experience thrilling graphics set in an atmospheric environment which will turn your blood cold
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Title: Obscuritas
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
VIS-Games
Publisher:
Ravenscourt
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win Vista/7/8/10 (32/64Bit)

Processor: AMD/Intel mit 2,8 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or comparable AMD graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German
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A few hours into the game and leaving a quick review. In many ways, this game is not a traditional point and click game. The
game leans heavily on the Darkhorse comic stories, and this is a must-buy for fans of comic book narratives. The story is solid,
and there are many narrative challenges, where the player must pick the right questions for interrogations. Additionally, the
hand-drawn animations and incredibly detailed backgrounds are excellent. Obviously there were some veteran artists involved
here.

The game is less impressive in some other areas... that's painful with the game's above-average price tag. The voice narration is
just forgetable, there are some unconventional puzzles and game interfaces, and some of the point and click gameplay feels
downright uninspired. I wish they had developed the game world a bit more, to make me appreciate these graphic novel
characters.

All in all, I would recommend this game for fan of graphical novels, because it does deliver an interesting story. There are some
very great graphical flourishes, too. But it lacked the elements of a good point and click game. So, this is one where you might
be waiting for a steam sale, unless you are already a fan of the comic style.

Played this on an Ubuntu Linux 18.10 system, with radeon mesa drivers. This game uses the Godot Game Engine, and I had no
technical problems with this game, even on a very old computer.. This is the game I put the most hours in in VR, my go to
workout program. I am currently #3 in Global Ranking in single player, right at 17 minutes. The game might seem simplistic
and too easy at first, not giving penalties for losing your ball like most brick breakers do. But after playing a few hours did I
realize that the real goal in single player is to stay in the game as long as possible. The difficult exponentially scales, and it
becomes intense and chaotic to stay in the game. Kudos to the devs for making one of the more polished games for VR early on,
although there are a few serious bugs to be fixed.

Get this game, and look at it as a workout program, I think you'll end up loving it as I do.. i just bought my copy of project
abyss. it looks awesome, and the idea is as well.
for me there are a few issues though. i think the controls are a bit to complicated. but luckily there is easy control. sadly i did not
find that out until i was killed during tutorial. :). The Order of the Throne - The King's Challenge is a nice, fun, easy to play
Point & Click Adventure game which is in many ways meant to mimic the style and formula of Sierra's classic King's Quest
series.

First off, the graphics are intentionally meant to look retro in the style of early 90's P&C games. Knowing that, I wouldn't be
expecting something like HD quality 3D animations or movie like cinematics. I was expecting pixelated graphics and that's what
I got. Considering the style they used I'd say the graphcs were actually pretty good. Nice hand drawn backgrounds, sprites,
animations. All of them probably taking hours of labor and a love of classic games in this style to create. Some of the scenes are
quite lovely others are a little mediocre but overall very nice.

The sound however isn't quite on par with the graphics. Most of the voice clips are good or decent quality but there's an
unexpectedly large number of voices that sound poorly recorded. The worst is the narrator who is not only poorly recorded but
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whose voice and accent I find abhorrent. His voice is extremely grating. The accent is excessively fake and supremely annoying.
It's fine to have characters with accents even ones that sound fake but the narrators voice is someone who is trying too hard and
completely failing in every conceivable way. The overall voice acting quality (excluding the narrator) was decent, not the
greatest but reasonable. The scripting however left something to be desired. Though it strives to evoke a sense of King's Quest
nostalgia it lacks the humor and quality writing. It also lacks a compelling story. King's Quest 1 actually didn't have a very
compelling story either but if got away with it because there wasn't anything like it and it was a new thing. It really pioneered the
genre. Order of the Throne however, coming on the scene in this day and age really should have brought a little more to the
table. The game was planned as a series so I'm hoping that they will be able to create more compelling stories in future releases
and I look forward to seeing the next installment either way.

The interface is only okay. There were many times when you try to click the edge of the screen to exit but you just walk to the
edge of the screen. Sometimes finding the right spot to exit seemed overly frustrating having to walk away again before being
able to click the exit. I found the menu's to be very disappointing. They didn't really feel like they matched the game and
seemed a little busy and crowded. I wasn't a fan of the lute playing menu. It's part of the puzzle (especially if you want to get all
the achievements) but I felt like it wasted time showing you each song and you couldn't just look at what each song was without
having to go through the demonstration each time.

The puzzles in the game are pretty logical and straightforward. IF you read through the dialogues and think it trough the puzzles
are mostly pretty easy. If you somehow get stuck just remember to talk to everyone and exhaust all options and then of course
try combining inventory items and using them on your surroundings.

There are several achievements in the game most are completely unmissable I can only think of one that might be able to miss.
Most will come naturally as you play the game but don't require much effort on the part of the player to achieve. This is a little
disappointing as I prefer that there be at least a few achievements that are actually a challenge and require you to put some
effort into achieving. The only one I think you could miss (which is the only one that really involves and effort) is the one that
requires you to play each song on your lute in "hard mode" it can be missed if you decide to let Finn auto play songs in "easy
mode".

One of the major drawbacks of the game is that it's so short. I played through only once with a recorded play time of 5.7 hours...
however, I left the game running on my computer for about 3 hours as I walked away from it. So real playtime is more like 2.7
hours (let's just generously round up and say 3 hours) at the full price of $9.99 that's about $3\/hour of playtime, not in my
opinion the best payoff at that price point. If you can get it on sale (and it has gone on sale frequently) then it becomes a much
better buy.

Overall it's fun, moderately easy, and a good way to kill a few hours.. Received the game from reddit, and am really enjoying it
so far!

However, the menu text DRASTICALLY needs to be made larger! I am playing on a 1280 x 760 resolution and it is crazy how
little real estate is being used on screen to tell us things like what buttonts to press to do combos, menu descriptions in small font
etc.

This is keeping in mind that I am playing a controller as the game requested and as such am quite far away from my computer
screen. It is not the best if I have to lean in and squint every now and then just to figure out a combo move!
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You can't save the game and randomly crashes. Dissapointed.. Verry gud

10/10. Probably the zaniest rhythm game you'll come across for a while.

Check out my video at 03:11 for an overview of Double Kick Heroes.

https://youtu.be/x53tS4YLXiM?t=279. This game deserves more recognition.
Great concept, smart design and smooth control - it makes you think and plan ahead before making the next move, instead of
merely jumping around looking for the hidden traps.
Challenging but fun. Fair price for 7 chapters and some extra content (which I haven't yet finished, apparently). It even has a
plot.

10\/10 worth every cent. The game has a free demo if you want to try it out.. I love adventure games. I do. And I lkied the
original Runaway way back in the days of VGA. But this, despite having gorgeous art, and the point and click modality down to
a science, is a "skip it" game. Pendulo has to have some of the worst dialog and plot writers working in games, or their
translators should be horsewhipped...it's hard to know who to blame. But either way, the dialog and plot are stereotypically gawd-
awful. And the puzzles suck. Suck hard. No happy ending either. Just a "to be continued" at the end of the game. Skip it.
Really.. actually a fun game. there's a slight latency, which can become a bit problematic in the high hundreds, but overall really
addicting and honestly pretty fun. if you want to be the best, then this game will keep you hooked for a while.
the music can get quite obnoxious, and it's not really to my liking, however it'll grow on you.
9/10. i like it more than Bomberman R which did cost a multiple of 7 bucks.
Just annoys me that thrown bombs dont behave like in all other such games when thrown out of bounds: Instead of coming back
on the other side of the field they bounce back from the same side. Which allows less mean strategies in throwing bombs. Or
can this be configured somewhere?. For a lot of people school is a source for nightmares and anxiety. That’s no exception for
Youngho, a Korean freshman with failing grades. A night of cramming leads him to fall asleep during his exams but when he
wakes up something is different. He has awaken in the Coma and he’s not alone. With the help of a mysterious “Ghost
Vigilante,” you must guide Youngho through this shadow world and find a way out. This fast paced survival game has you
running from your favorite teacher, who now is a knife wielding psychopath controlled by one of the shades. You must fix your
grades and get out of this living Hell before your stalker gets you.

The Devespresso Game’s korean cult classic, The Coma, has been remastered for this new ‘recut’ version. This horror survival
game is rated T for Teen due to violence and blood which means you know it’s going to be a great horror game. Like most
alternate dimension, school based horror games this world is dark and freaky. The coma is not a place you want to wake up in
after a nice nap. This game has you puzzling the whole time as you are trying to figure out how the characters all fit together.
Why is Mrs. Song a crazy murderer in this shadow world and why is Youngho here? Is it really only because of grades? As you
play you start to question the importance of school and good grades!

The 2D art style of this game is interesting and is well rendered for a game of this genre. One of my favorite little details about
the game is that the save stations are the chalk boards. I really wish though that the music fit the atmosphere more. When you
aren’t being chased by the stalker the music sounds almost like elevator music. I wish it was more spooky to add to the suspense
of the game or even just ominous noises and no music at all. Something to just put you on edge and keep you there. I get too
relaxed with the elevator tunes and almost forget there is a threat. If we were really in the game we would never feel safe with a
knife wielding Ms. Song on the loose.

This is another game that I suggest using a controller for even if you are playing on PC. Quick get aways are necessary and using
a controller helps with this.

Don’t forget to read your notes that you are picking up. I started to forget and it made the story line more confusing. So make
sure you take the time to pick up notes and actually read them so you understand what is going on.

Another element the game adds is that you can find coins to use in the vending machines around the school. Things like water
and energy drinks help keep your stamina up. You can also purchase bandages to regain HP. These things definitely come in
handy when you’re being constantly chased.
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V1.0.0.9 is now live!:
Another update is upon us! This one was primarily focused on bugfixing, but does include some class/item tuning in the
continued effort to improve overall build variety.

Enjoy!

For the full list of changes, visit the forum.. Pirate Code 1.5.5 Released!:
This update brings to an end the reign of terror that a handful of bugs have had in the open seas. It also aims to improve
performance during battles with larger fleets. As always, please post to the discussion area if you find a bug. Here's a quick list
of what has changed:

 Decreased the number of images needed for many of the larger ships. This will hopefully increase performance in
battles later in the game.

 Fixed a bug with the camera zoom when catching mythical fish.

 Fixed another camera bug that occurred during the final boss fight.

 Also in the final battle, fixed a resurface bug.

 Botany tools now correctly display their level.

 Fixed a bug when the enemy would resurface a ship and then the ship would move off the screen, causing the AI to
stop.

 Fixed a bug where the AI would attempt to use the Torpedo attack on a non-target. This would also cause the AI to stop.

 Built a fall back for the AI. In the event of a bug similar to the two above, the AI will only wait for 10 seconds and then
return to business as usual. This will prevent future loss of progress.

 Fixed the display of attack range on molo ships after they have used torpedo boost.

 Made it less likely that the AI will use Full Sails.

 Returned a few missing patterns and emblems to the world. This was released as hot fix 1.5.4b.

And there you have it! Go get those pirates! And if you find any bugs, please let me know.. Fishermurs - be a lemur!:
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A new great game has appeared in our collection. Fishermurs is a fun arcade game about unusual lemurs who love fish very
much!
You expect fun battles on inflatable boats, different types of weapons, dangerous inhabitants of the ocean and a lot of humor!
Play against friends of the network or one against bots, hone the skill of hunting fish ;) And most importantly - have fun!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/564210/Fishermurs/. Final version v1.00F and Kickstarter launch!:
Hi everyone,

I am very happy to say that the game is finally completed! Thank you for your patience! I will add the hardest difficulty later
(that will be 9 difficulties!) and I will still update the game to check every little details but the game is fully playable and
enjoyable!

I am also excited to announce a kickstarter project to hire mangaka Rena Saiya for the game, here is the kickstarter page (and
all the details):
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/davidnguyen104/clarent-tactics?ref=discovery_category_newest

Thank you for all your support!
David Nguyen.
. LET IT DINE!:
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You're not going to be alone this Valentine's Day, senpai!

Whether you're on your own or you and your sweetheart just want a third wheel tagging along, I've got your back!

Download and display these images on your device and enjoy a virtual date with your favorite resident of the Tower of Barbs!

Let's enjoy a lovely feast while we stare into each other's eyes...

Oh, and just FYI, I'm allergic to shellfish.

Click the link below to download the images, and don't forget to share your virtual dates on social media with the hashtag
#LETITDINE

https://letitdievalentine2019.pgtb.me/BgLvpg
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. Beta Update - May 4th:
Finally it's time for another beta update - and a BRAND NEW TRAILER!
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Check out the trailer on the store page or on YouTube. Let us know if you like it!

And as you can tell from the trailer, we will launch in June. Precise date to be announced soon.

Changes in this Beta include:

Elements Unlockable in Editor
- It's now possible to unlock elements in the Level Editor. The system is not final, and lacks some feedback but should be
working.
- Each unlock costs 1 cassette tape. Cassette tapes are collected during the main game.
- Some unlocks requires you to have certain abilities, indicated by stars inside the lock. If the lock is black, you do not have
sufficient abilities to unlock the element.
- Locked elements are grouped, so one unlock can give you more than one element. It is shown below the "Lock" how many
parts you will get for unlocking.
- Let us know if this feels fair. It's meant to be fun, not a chore, so if it feels unbalanced please tell us.

Levels:
- Intro flow - seperated switch from initial path to lessen confusion.
- Added "The Sewer" level
- Water Garden - Fix for awning issue
- Cams And Boxes - Fix for deadlock when dragging box beyond "waterfall"
- Action Temple - Fix for powerup platform not activating (visually) correctly

Audio:
- Adjusted overall mix levels
- Danger stinger won't play during Action music
- Environment audio correctly adapts to time of day
- Fixed glitch when entering a level with rain
- Fixed night music and ambience volume
- Added ending to "bridge" audio
- Removed Ghettoblaster from levels with enemies
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- Fixed not stopping danger music correctly when leaving play mode

UI & Input:
- Map is better sorted, and less confusing when lines, levels, etc. overlap.
- Back button shown on map screens
- Improved mouse + keyboard input on map screens
- Editor UI updated and element selection has been streamlined.
- Editor grid changed.
- Editor input for mouse + keyboard slightly improved (we have a bigger change coming, but couldn't finish it for this update).

Rendering:
- Links between levels (in overview) are softer.
- Background rendering improved.
- Clouds no longer pop due to lighting changes, but fade smoothly.
- Clouds slightly updated.
- Fix for rendering errors on multiple gothic assets.
- Fix for rendering errors on multiple items with cutters (holes, windows, etc)
- Fix for player spine exploding when landing after a fast jump

Crash Fixes:
- Fix for crash due to uninitialized animation state on player.
- Fix for crash during shutdown (due to incorrect deletion order)
- Fix for editor crash when deleting elements.

Localization:
- Added German (thanks Daniel) and French (thanks Jeremy) translations.
- Seperated languages into different files.
- Rebuild menus when changing language.
- Fixes to lower/uppercase of language specific letters.

If you speak an amazing language that we don't support yet, and want to help out translating send an email to 
support@frecle.net

That's all for this round, more improvements and updates coming soon!

Have a great weekend!
. Ver 1.12.2 Patch Notes - 11/20/2017:

Fixed the issue where the experience wasn't saved in online co-op.

During online co-op, even if a client disconnects, the host can continue to invite players

. Introducing the Characters #8:
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Liebea Palesch. Grim Dawn: Ashes of Malmouth is Now Available!:
We are extremely excited to unleash Grim Dawn's massive expansion, available now!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/642280/Grim_Dawn__Ashes_of_Malmouth_Expansion/

It comes packed with awesome features such as the Illusionist System and a huge amount of content packed into 2 new chapters
of the Grim Dawn story.

Enjoy!
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